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WWW.SHERIDANCORP.COM

Job Opportunity
Carpenters / Form Carpenters
Company: Sheridan Construction, founded in 1947, is a premier full-service building construction company promoting quality, hard work, integrity,
honesty, and dedication to its clients and personnel.
Construction Carpenter & Form Carpenters Responsibilities and Duties: Performs all the task that a laborer and skilled laborer perform.
Additionally, a carpenter reads prints, performs lay out, verifies dimensions, squares, and plumbs installations, safely and knowledgeably uses all
power saw and air nailing equipment.
A Carpenter & Form Carpenter erects, installs and repairs temporary framework structures used to support building during the construction
process, should be able to work independently on site clean-up and organization; demolition; and repetitive task. Has a basic knowledge of
construction materials, hand tools and power tools use. A Carpenter and Form Carpenter is trained to follow Sheridan safety techniques and
policies.
A Carpenter & Form Carpenter provides their own basic tool belt including tool pouch, framing hammer, cat's paw, chalk line, combination
square, framing square, pinch bar, 10” crescent wrench, carpenters pencils, work gloves. 25' tape measure, utility knife, socket set (1/2” drive, up
to 7/8” socket), tin snips, torpedo level, 2' level, 4' level, hand saw, coping saw, nail set and a rain suit.
Specific task include, but are not necessarily limited to:
Review tasks with Supervisor or Foreman

Plumb forms and walls

Clarifies details

Efficiently fit plywood

Reads Sheridan & Butler developed prints

Installs wood blocking

Oversees two (2) or more laborers or skilled laborers to accomplish
specific tasks

Installs FRP
Installs metal floor deck

Operates boom, scissor and fork lift
Installs roof nailers
Erects trusses
Installs insulated cooler and freezer panels
Reads tape measure to a 32nd
Installs Hardy Plank style siding
Efficiently uses air nailing equipment
Installs metal liner panel
Builds custom concrete forms
Installs metal walls panels
Builds anchor bolt templates
Efficiently use skill saw, hand saw, table saw and radial arm saw
Can lay out basic framing
Removes Snow & Ice
Can lay out rough openings
Squares corners
Training Available: Power Tool Training & OSHA 10

The Sheridan Corporation is an Affirmative Action and Equal Opportunity Employer. Veterans strongly encouraged to apply.
If you wish to apply, please visit our website at, www.sheridancorp.com or visit our Corporate Office at:
33 Sheridan Drive
Fairfield, Maine 04937
For further information contact us at (207) 453-9311.
ALL INQUIRIES ARE CONFIDENTIAL.
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